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Russia Suffers Worst Setback Since Kyiv Push
Abandoned in March
Reuters, Sept 10, 2022

EVENT

COMMENT

BIBLE
QUOTE

Moscow abandoned its main bastion in northeastern Ukraine on Saturday, in a sudden collapse
of one of the war's principal front lines after Ukrainian forces made a rapid advance. The swift fall
of Izium in Kharkiv province was Moscow's worst defeat since its troops were forced back from
the capital Kyiv in March. Ukraine hailed it as a turning point in the 6-month-old war, with
thousands of Russian soldiers leaving behind ammunition stockpiles and equipment as they fled.
Russian forces used Izium as the logistics base for one of their main campaigns - a months-long
assault from the north on the adjacent Donbas region comprised of Donetsk and Luhansk. The
head of Russia's administration in Kharkiv told residents to evacuate the province and flee to
Russia to "save lives". Witnesses described traffic jams of cars with people leaving Russian-held
territory. The Russian withdrawal announcement came hours after Ukrainian troops captured the
city of Kupiansk farther north, the sole railway hub supplying Russia's entire front line across
northeastern Ukraine. That left thousands of Russian troops abruptly cut off from supplies along
a front that has seen some of the most intense battles of the war. Days ago, Kyiv's forces burst
through the front line in the northeast and have since recaptured dozens of towns and villages in
a swift mechanised assault, surging forward dozens of kilometres (miles) a day.
This war is no doubt far from over and there will be yet many ups and downs for Ukraine in
the coming days, but this push is a major adrenalin rush for it’s weary soldiers. God rules in
the kingdoms of men. The Bible is quite clear that in the end time when Gog as the K of N
makes his drive down to the “pleasant land” there will not be this extreme divide that exists
now between Russia and East/West Europe. They will be together with one focus – Israel.
That means that we need to look for the instigator of the divide to either have a change of
mind, be taken out of the way or totally take over & domineer over all of these territories. At
one time the latter option might have appeared the most likely, but it remains to be seen.
Son of man, set your face toward Gog of the land of Magog, the prince of Rosh, Meshech and Tubal,
and prophesy against him... I will bring you out, and all your army … Persia, Ethiopia and Put [Libya]
with them, all of them with shield and helmet; Gomer with all its troops; Beth-togarmah from the
remote parts of the north with all its troops—many peoples with you.
Eze 38:3- 6 NASB

Why is Israel bombing Syrian airports?
Al Jazeera, Sept 8, 2022
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Israel’s bombing of Syria’s Aleppo International Airport on Tuesday [Sept 6] was the second time
it had been attacked in less than a week. The latest aerial attack – which Syria’s foreign ministry
described as a “war crime” – damaged the runway, taking it out of service. The Aleppo attacks
are not the first time Israel has targeted Syria’s airports. Last June, Israeli air raids temporarily
put Damascus International Airport out of commission. Israel has also conducted numerous
attacks on targets in Syria over the last few years, although few are officially acknowledged.
Israel hit a warehouse in the airport compound belonging to Iran-backed fighters, allies of Syrian
President Bashar al-Assad. Three people were killed in Tuesday’s targeting of the airport, the
monitor added. Sami Hamdi, a political analyst, said the raids must be put within the context of
the United States’ allies fearing Iran’s influence as President Joe Biden “steamrolls” them into
pursuing a nuclear deal with Tehran. “The attack is a warning to Iran insofar that it seeks to
demonstrate that Tel Aviv will continue to resist the imposition of the new political dynamics of
the nuclear deal in spite of Washington,” Hamdi told Al Jazeera. It is also “a warning to al-Assad
that there will be consequences to Syria’s infrastructure if it is used to facilitate the anticipated
entrenchment of Iran’s reach that the nuclear deal is expected to bring about”, he continued.

Israel is sending a message to Iran and it's proxies and allies such as Syria and
Hezbollah that it will simply not tolerate any attempt to transfer weapons to any of its
surrounding neighbor nations. As Europe and America forge ahead with their plan to
reinstate the JCPOA agreement with Iran they have tried to assure Israel that they are not
bound by the agreement, that they have "free reign" to do what they feel necessary. The
point being made by all Israeli leaders is that they will not tolerate any sign of nuclear
arms buildup and if they make their move, the JCPOA will blow up in everyone's face. So
better to scrap the JCPOA now rather than dealing with fallout later.
In that day will I make Jerusalem a burdensome stone for all people: like an hearth of fire among
the wood, and like a torch of fire in a sheaf; and they shall devour all the people round about, on
the right hand and on the left.
(Zec 12:6 NLT)

Moscow takes aim at agency that helps Jews to
flee
The Times, August 22, 2022

EVENT

The Kremlin is moving to “liquidate” the primary group fostering emigration from the
Jewish diaspora to Israel as tens of thousands of Jews flee Russia because of the war
in Ukraine. Up to 40,000 of the country’s estimated population of 165,000 to 200,000
Jews may have left for Israel since President Putin launched the invasion in February.
The justice ministry wants to shut down the Jewish Agency’s branch in Russia for
allegedly sending confidential data about Russian citizens abroad. On Friday a court in
Moscow refused the agency’s request for a two-month mediation process, while
approving a one-month postponement to the trial. Moscow’s exiled chief rabbi, Pinchas
Goldschmidt, believes the real reasons for the attempted closure are twofold: criticism
from Yair Lapid, the Israeli prime minister, about the war in Ukraine, and the “brain
drain” associated with the exodus of Russian Jews to Israel.

COMMENT Back in April, Israel’s prime minister Yair Lapid infuriated Moscow by accusing it of war

crimes in Ukraine when he was still foreign minister. He has also said there was “no
justification” for Putin’s invasion. The war in Ukraine has forced more than half its
Jewish population to flee Russia. Pinchas Goldschmidt, Moscow’s exiled chief rabbi
who is president of the Conference of European Rabbis, fled Russia in March and
openly condemned the war. All this has led to Putin turning against the Jews in Russia.
He will not tolerate criticism of his war in Ukraine. Closing down the Jewish Agency that
helps Jews leave Russia is Putin punishing Jews for not supporting him. This is just the
start. If Putin is the K of N, his true anti Semitic colours will sadly soon be seen.

BIBLE
QUOTE

Thou shalt fall upon the mountains of Israel, thou, and all thy bands, and the people that is with
thee: I will give thee unto the ravenous birds of every sort, and to the beasts of the field to be
devoured.
(Ezekiel 39:4)

Queen’s death catches UK at moment of peril
Bloomberg, September 9, 2022
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Every British prime minister since Winston Churchill held a weekly meeting with Queen
Elizabeth II, in a ritual binding the country to its past. There was something reassuring for
the British people to know their prime minister was taking advice from someone who’d
taken advice from Churchill. Even if there was no guarantee the counsel would be
followed. Her son, King Charles III, becomes the monarch at a delicate moment. The
UK is in a messy split from the European Union, the pound has tumbled to its
lowest level in a generation amid a cost-of-living crisis and there’s a drumbeat of
nationalism in Northern Ireland and Scotland. Charles doesn’t enjoy the same
affection his mother did both at home and abroad. The idea it will be him now meeting
with the prime minister each week adds another note of uncertainty in already
turbulent political and economic times for the UK.
A time of trouble is coming on Britain. The isle afar off which heard the word of God has
rejected God’s laws and teachings. When judgement comes on the world, the day of the
Lord comes upon the ships of Tarshish and upon all who are proud and lifted up. The
Queen came to power at the end of WW2 and has died when many are talking about
WW3 about to start with Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. Britain is clearly in far weaker
position than it has been for a long time. A new prime minister, a new king and with
many crises to deal with. We are told that the ships of Tarshish will be broken with an
east wind. The return of Christ is close. The Bible says that “kings of Tarshish” will bring
presents to Christ when he returns. Perhaps the royal crown will be handed to Him….
Then shall the King say unto them on his right hand, Come, ye blessed of my Father, inherit the
kingdom prepared for you from the foundation of the world: We long for the true King – the King of
Kings and Lord of Lords to be crowned in Jerusalem. As Britain’s subjects pledge their allegiance
to their new king we pledge our allegiance to Jesus Christ and vow to serve him. (Matthew 25:34)

How King Charles III’s reign will differ from Queen
Elizabeth's
Daily Telegraph, September 9, 2022

EVENT

No one who knows Charles expects him to reign in the same way as his mother, Queen
Elizabeth II. “There is plenty of freedom for each monarch to do different things in their
own way,” said one former courtier. “We think there is only one way for it to be done
because we have only ever seen one monarch in most of our lifetimes so we can’t
remember anyone else doing it another way.” While the King might have to tone down
his public interventions, he is not about to stop fighting for the causes he has
championed for decades, chiefly the natural world and the built environment. Much has
been made of the King's desire, as head of the Church of England, to be known
as “defender of faith” rather than “defender of the faith”, a title that every
monarch has inherited from Henry VIII. As part of the accession he will have a
meeting with leaders of all faiths, something which certainly did not happen in 1952
when the Queen ascended the throne.

COMMENT The Queen's full title was "Elizabeth the Second, by the Grace of God, of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and of Her other Realms and Territories
Queen, Head of the Commonwealth, Defender of the Faith". Before he became King
Charles III, Prince Charles voiced his intention to change the "Defender of the Faith"
moniker. He has indicated he wants to be “Defender of Faith.” Britain’s religious
landscape has markedly diversified. Christianity has all but collapsed and other faiths
have grown considerably. King Charles has indicated he wants to stand for all religions.
If this happens we will see yet another step back from the Bible being any part of the UK

BIBLE
QUOTE

Hear the word of the LORD, O ye nations, and declare it in the isles afar off, and say, He that
scattered Israel will gather him, and keep him, as a shepherd doth his flock. Britain (an isle afar
off) DID hear the the Word of the LORD. Britain became the home of the Truth but has since
turned its back on it. Tyre is like a harlot NOW committing fornication.
(Jeremiah 31:10)

Rainbows Appear at Windsor Castle and
Buckingham Palace
The Times, September 8, 2022

EVENT

Today, thousands around the UK, and the world, gathered to mark the passing of
Queen Elizabeth. The 96-year-old monarch died at Balmoral, her beloved Scottish
estate, where she was joined by her family. Yet, despite the sober mood that naturally
ruled the day, for the some fans, nature offered a poignant reminder of joy. At Windsor
Castle, a rainbow arched over the grounds just as the Union Jack flag began to
be lowered in honor of the monarch's death. "As the flag is lowered to half mast over
Windsor Castle an incredible rainbow appears over the castle, for a few minutes and
then just like that it was gone…." royal photographer Chris Jackson shared on Twitter,
marking the occasion. Meanwhile, back in London, an impressive double rainbow
was captured by mourners gathered at Buckingham Palace, as reporter Andy
Lines shared in a video, after a statement announcing the Queen's death had
been placed at the gates.

COMMENT The name Elizabeth means “My God is an oath”. We might say “My God is a promise”.
The Queen herself swore an oath. She said at her coronation, “I will to the utmost of my
power maintain the Laws of God and the true profession of the Gospel.” The Queen
during her life constantly referred to Christ as her King and the Bible as her guide. For
this reason it was amazing to see reported 2 rainbows appear at the time of her death
being announced. One over her palace in London and one over her home at Windsor.
Rainbows were given by God as a promise, an oath, a covenant that he would never
destroy the world again as he did in the flood. A rainbow is God saying he is faithful to
keep his promises. In this world of darkness the Sun of righteousness will soon appear.

BIBLE
QUOTE

For, behold, the day cometh, that shall burn as an oven; and all the proud, yea, and all that do
wickedly, shall be stubble: and the day that cometh shall burn them up, saith the LORD of hosts,
that it shall leave them neither root nor branch. But unto you that fear my name shall the Sun of
(Malachi 4:1-2)
righteousness arise with healing in his wings;
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Analysis: Russia caught out by Ukraine’s double offensive
Al Jazeera September 10, 2022

An attack in the south appeared to be a likely choice as Kherson is strategically
important to both sides. Control of the city for Russia means it controls the harbour there,
protects the freshwater canal feeding Russian-occupied Crimea and could potentially
serve as a jumping-off point for any future drive towards Odesa.
For Ukraine, it is equally important to retake Kherson, a gateway to the south. It was one
of the first cities to be seized by Russia in the early days of its full-scale invasion in
February and its recapture would be a big morale boost for Ukrainians. It would also
allow Ukrainian forces to cross the Dnieper River and potentially drive east, cutting off
the canal supplying Crimea.
The canal was a strategic Russian war aim as it provided 85 percent of Crimea’s fresh
water and has been blocked by Ukraine since Russia illegally annexed the peninsula in
2014.
A successful Ukrainian drive east would also make Russia’s occupation of the
Zaporizhzhia Nuclear Power Plant increasingly untenable as Russian forces in and
around the nearby city of Enerhodar would be likely cut off and stranded in the river
bend.
Ukraine has deftly pinned down some 20,000 Russian soldiers against the Dnieper
River, pinching them off from Russian units within the city of Kherson itself.
The Russian forces there were brought from the east to reinforce Russia’s defences of
the Kherson pocket, but they have been isolated, largely cut off from resupply, and
effectively contained.

Analysis: Russia caught out by Ukraine’s double offensive (cont’d)
Southern feint, northern blow
It appears that Russia has been caught out, believing that the south was going to be
Ukraine’s main focus of operations.
Despite the strategic value of the south, it seems as if the Ukrainian attacks there were
a feint by military planners, with the main thrust of Ukraine’s offensive coming in the
northeast, where its lightning strike has seen Russian resistance collapse.
According to Russian media, the city of Izyum has been abandoned, and a general
Russian retreat is under way, not only from the city but also from the region.
To capitalise on its gains, Ukrainian forces are pressuring Lyman, another strategically
valuable railway junction town, in an effort to keep up the momentum of the offensive
and capitalise on the sense of panic felt within Russian ranks. There is open talk of
defeat in the region on Russian telegram channels.
It remains to be seen how much steam remains in Ukraine’s northeastern advance.
Russian forces will likely pull back to a defensive line, where they hope to check
Ukraine’s offensive and put a halt to Russia’s retreat.
It is likely that Ukraine’s strategic focus will return to the south at some stage as there is
too much at stake in this vital sector.
For now, it is clear that Russia has suffered a significant military defeat in the northeast
and is pulling back its forces, with its defences crumbling in the face of a Ukrainian
military onslaught.
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Queen Elizabeth II dies after 70 years on the
throne
Associated Press, September 9, 2022
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Queen Elizabeth II, Britain’s longest-reigning monarch and a symbol of stability in
a turbulent era that saw the decline of the British empire and disarray in her own
family, died Thursday after 70 years on the throne. She was 96. The palace
announced she died at Balmoral Castle, her summer residence in Scotland, where
members of the royal family had rushed to her side after her health took a turn for the
worse. A link to the almost-vanished generation that fought World War II, she was the
only monarch most Britons have ever known. Her 73-year-old son Prince Charles
automatically became king and will be known as King Charles III, it was announced.
It was only on Tuesday this week that we witnessed the Queen appointing Britain’s
15th prime minister, Liz Truss, at her Balmoral estate in Scotland. The Queen looked
frail and so tiny but was smiling and apparently was in good spirits. Less than 2 days
later she had died. Her time on Britain’s throne had suddenly come to end after an
incredible 70 year reign. Her death comes at a poignant time not only for Britain but for
the world. The Queen had a stabilising impact and without her on the throne creates a
time of instability and uncertainty for the nation and beyond. Within 2 days Britain had a
change of prime minister and a change of sovereign. We know God’s hand is behind
the change of leaders and this one was choreographed by Him. We read about Queen
Elizabeth in Isaiah 23. Latter day Tyre (London) would be forgotten 70 years –
according to the days of one king (royal ruler). This royal ruler is the Queen. The 70
year period is linked directly to her life and her reign. Her death brings us to the end of
that period.. The following chapter (Isaiah 24) speaks of the judgement of the world….
And it shall come to pass in that day, that Tyre shall be forgotten seventy years, according to the
days of one king: after the end of seventy years shall Tyre sing as an harlot. This is NOT speaking
of ancient Tyre which was the capital city of Phoenicia. Ancient Tyre was destroyed but passed
over to Tarshish (Britain). London became the new Tyre. The Queen is the royal ruler. (Isaiah 23:15)

Queen Elizabeth II dies after 70 years on the
throne
Associated Press, September 9, 2022

23 speaks of a king (a royal ruler) of latter day Tyre and a 70 time period
COMMENT Isaiah
according to the days of that ruler. AFTER the 70 years we are told that Tyre sings like a
harlot and commits fornication with all the kingdoms of the world. After this her amassed
wealth is handed over the LORD. So what does this all mean? Clearly we are looking for
a royal ruler of latter day Tyre (London). She comes on the scene “in that day” when the
ships of Tarshish are wasted (verse 14). The greatest of ship losses for Britain happened
in WW1. This led to the breakup of the British Empire. This is dated from the Balfour
Declaration of 1926 which marked the end of London’s rule over it’s colonies. In 1926 at
the very same time Queen Elizabeth was born. A 70 year period began when Britain was
forgotten. 70 years later Britain became like a harlot again in 1996/7. A harlot is
associated with false and godless worship and turning against God’s laws. Tony Blair
became prime minister and signed up immediately to the EU’s godless human rights act.
The main principle of this act is that you are allowed to do whatever you want to do
unless it hurts someone else. This is why since that time immortality has increased so
sharply and why we now have men marrying men. In fact it was Britain that exported that
concept around the world. 1995 was also the first time in 500 years that the Queen as
head of the English Church attended a Roman Catholic mass. We have now reached
the end of another 70 year period – her reign. So do we see even more harlot ways at
this time or have we had the time of London committing fornication with the kingdoms of
the world? We will undoubtedly see more of the same. We are never told Britain stops
being a harlot once it has started. Britain is heading for great trouble. The ships will be
broken again (Psalm 48 & Isaiah 2:16). This comes when the whole earth is judged….

BIBLE
QUOTE

For, lo, the kings were assembled, they passed by together. They saw it, and so they marvelled;
they were troubled, and hasted away. Fear took hold upon them there, and pain, as of a woman in
travail. Thou breakest the ships of Tarshish with an east wind.
(Psalm 48:4-7)

Queen Elizabeth II – a light has gone out in our
lives
Daily Mail, September 8, 2022

EVENT

Britain is enduring its “saddest day” following the death of “Elizabeth the Great”, Boris
Johnson has said. The Conservative MP was among the six living former prime ministers
of Elizabeth’s reign to pay tribute, only two days after he met the monarch at Balmoral to
resign from office. Mr Johnson said: “This is our country’s saddest day. In the hearts of
every one of us there is an ache at the passing of our Queen, a deep and personal
sense of loss – far more intense, perhaps, than we expected. “In these first grim
moments since the news, I know that millions and millions of people have been pausing
whatever they have been doing, to think about Queen Elizabeth, about the bright and
shining light that has finally gone out. “She seemed so timeless and so wonderful that I
am afraid we had come to believe, like children, that she would just go on and on. “Wave
after wave of grief is rolling across the world, from Balmoral – where our thoughts are
with all the Royal Family – and breaking far beyond this country and throughout that
great Commonwealth of nations that she so cherished and which cherished her in return.

COMMENT There is deep sadness at the death of the Queen. It is almost as if God has
programmed into the human psyche a deep and longing desire to be ruled over by a
Godly king. Not a politician, not a president, not a dictator but a Godly Royal Ruler. The
Queen despite all her faults was probably the closest example of this the world has
seen for many an age. It is why almost every nation on earth reported her death in
sadness and the world as a whole mourns. Jesus said that before he returned “the sun
would be darkened.” In a symbolic sense the sun represents kings and rulers. The
Queen’s death is the sun going dark – it could portend the final judgement of the world.

BIBLE
QUOTE

Immediately after the tribulation of those days shall the sun be darkened, and the moon shall not
give her light, and the stars shall fall from heaven, and the powers of the heavens shall be
shaken: And then shall appear the sign of the Son of man in heaven: and then shall all the tribes of
the earth mourn, and they shall see the Son of man coming in the clouds…
(Matthew 24:29-30)

Queen Elizabeth II: A Life of Service
The Times, September 8, 2022
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The cover of a book
called “The Servant
Queen and the King
she serves”

In more than a thousand years of British history, no monarch reigned longer than Queen
Elizabeth II. No other head of state today is as well travelled, as politically experienced or
as astute as was the Queen. She was one of the most recognised figures in the world.
Steeped in the nation’s history, traditions and ceremonies, she dedicated herself to her
lifetime’s role with all the seriousness, self-sacrifice and modesty that she promised in
her prophetic speech on her 21st birthday: “My whole life, whether it be long or short,
shall be devoted to your service” — a vow privately repeated to God beneath the
canopy of her Coronation oath. Much of the Queen’s stamina and moral authority came
from her faith. She was, through an accident of history, the Supreme Governor of the
Church of England. It was a role she embraced with utmost sincerity.

COMMENT Two words seem to sum up the Queen’s reign. Faith and service. She constantly
referenced Christ and God. Just a few months a ago she wrote a letter to the Lamberth
Conference which said “Throughout my life, the message and teachings of Christ have
been my guide and in them I find hope.” She also said a few years ago, ”For me, the
teachings of Christ and my own personal accountability before God provide a
framework in which I try to lead my life. I, like so many of you, have drawn great
comfort in difficult times from Christ’s words and example.” Perhaps as we think of her
faith and service we could reflect on our own. Do we proclaim to others our own faith in
Christ, his teachings and God’s Word being Truth? Do we live a life of service? Putting
others needs before our own and esteeming everyone else better than ourselves? The
Queen was not sinless but she had Christlike qualities we should all contemplate.

BIBLE
QUOTE

I beseech you therefore, brethren, by the mercies of God, that ye present your bodies a living
sacrifice, holy, acceptable unto God, which is your reasonable service. And be not conformed to
this world: but be ye transformed by the renewing of your mind, that ye may prove what is that
good, and acceptable, and perfect, will of God. Let us vow to be devoted to Christ (Romans 12:1-2)

Despite loss of husband, little sign Queen Elizabeth
will abdicate
Reuters, April 9, 2021

EVENT

To watch a Bible presentation on the
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Despite the death of her husband Prince Philip, her partner and confidante during a
record-breaking reign, there is little chance that 94-year-old Queen Elizabeth will
abdicate, royal watchers believe. Philip, Elizabeth’s husband for more than seven
decades and the longest-serving consort in British history, died on Friday aged 99. The
love of her life, he married Elizabeth in 1947 and had been with her throughout her 69year reign. He was the person who broke the news to her while they were in Kenya in
1952 that her father, George VI, had died and that she was now queen at the age of 25.
“I can assure you the queen will not abdicate,” royal historian Hugo Vickers said.

COMMENT Queen Elizabeth could actually be referred to a number of times in the Bible. The death

of her husband at this time could also be highly significant. In Psalm 72 we read that
when Christ has returned “the kings [royalty] of Tarshish [Britain] will bring him [Christ]
gifts”. In Psalm 45:12 it says “the daughter of Tyre shall be there with a gift” also
speaking of when Christ has returned. When ancient Tyre (capital city of Phoenicia) was
destroyed we are told that it passed over to Tarshish [Britain]. See Isaiah 23:6 .So
London (UK capital city) became “the daughter of Tyre”. So a royal ruler brings a gift to
Christ. When Solomon (a type of Christ) ruled, the Queen of Sheba, visited him and
brought him gifts. Sheba is part of the latter day king of the south of which Britain is part.
Elizabeth in the Hebrew is Eli SHEBA. With the death of her husband the Queen in her
70th year of reign might soon stand alone before Christ with a gift as the Queen of
Sheba once did with Solomon. The Queen’s gift to Christ will be her CROWN!

BIBLE
QUOTE

These are the words of the original Queen of Sheba Blessed be the LORD thy God, which
delighted in thee to set thee on his throne, to be king for the LORD thy God: because thy God
loved Israel, to establish them for ever, therefore made he thee king over them, to do judgment and
justice. And she gave the king an hundred and twenty talents of gold,
(2 Chronicles 9:8-9)

